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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
•

You should use the time available to study the
instructions overleaf. You may make notes on this
sheet, which you should take into the examination
room with you.

•

When the test begins you will be asked:
(i) to carry out the task described overleaf
(ii) to discuss with the examiner a topic or text which
you have prepared during the course. The topic
must refer to Germany or a German-speaking
country.

•

You may not use a dictionary.
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ROLE PLAY C – CANDIDATE’S SHEET
NOTE TO THE CANDIDATE: You should begin by asking
the two questions. The task can then be completed in
the order you prefer. You should base your replies on
the English text, but sometimes you will need to use
your imagination and initiative to react to the examiner’s
comments and questions.
DIE SITUATION
Sie besuchen Ihren Briefpartner/Ihre Briefpartnerin
in Deutschland. Sie haben eine Anzeige für einen
Sommerjob am Frankfurter Flughafen gefunden und
mitgebracht.
DIE AUFGABE
Der Briefpartner/die Briefpartnerin (der Prüfer/die
Prüferin) zeigt großes Interesse und bittet Sie um
Informationen. Mit Hilfe der Anzeige erklären Sie den Job
am Frankfurter Flughafen.
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ZUERST MÜSSEN SIE FOLGENDE INFORMATIONEN
HERAUSFINDEN:
1
2

WAS DER BRIEFPARTNER/DIE BRIEFPARTNERIN
FÜR DIE SOMMERFERIEN PLANT
OB ER/SIE EINEN SOMMERJOB HAT.

Sie erzählen ihm/ihr von Ihrer Idee, am Frankfurter
Flughafen zu arbeiten. Sie müssen erklären:
•
•
•
•
•

den Job
die Bewerber
den Flughafen
die Touren
wie man sich bewirbt

Im Laufe des Gesprächs besprechen Sie auch:
•
•

die Vorteile dieses Sommerjobs
mögliche Unterkunft
Ein paar Hilfsvokabeln:
tour guides – Reiseführer
take off – starten
cargo – Fracht
unload – ausladen
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TOUR GUIDES – FRANKFURT AIRPORT
We are currently seeking tour guides to run tours of
Frankfurt Airport during the busy summer months.
Applicants must:
• have English as their mother tongue
• be aged 18 or over
• be able to work flexible hours five days a week
including weekends
You’ll be joining our team of 68,000 employees who
do a huge variety of jobs at Germany’s largest airport.
We have over 200 shops, bars and restaurants,
bookshops and boutiques selling perfumes, electronic
goods etc.
Two different sorts of tours allow visitors to
experience at first hand how airports work. Mini-tours
take 45 minutes and cost €7.50; maxi-tours last
90 minutes and cost €15. Visitors see aircraft take off
and land very close by (a Jumbo travelling at 300 km/h
is an impressive sight!). They also watch as cargo is
unloaded (this can be food, cars or even live animals!)
Interested? email: dschmidt@airportcityfrankfurt.com
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Copyright Information
OCR is committed to seeking permission to reproduce all third-party content
that it uses in its assessment materials. OCR has attempted to identify and
contact all copyright holders whose work is used in this paper. To avoid the
issue of disclosure of answer-related information to candidates, all copyright
acknowledgements are reproduced in the OCR Copyright Acknowledgements
Booklet. This is produced for each series of examinations, is given to all
schools that receive assessment material and is freely available to download
from our public website (www.ocr.org.uk) after the live examination series.
If OCR has unwittingly failed to correctly acknowledge or clear any
third-party content in this assessment material, OCR will be happy to correct
its mistake at the earliest possible opportunity.
For queries or further information please contact the Copyright Team, First
Floor, 9 Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 1PB.
OCR is part of the Cambridge Assessment Group; Cambridge Assessment
is the brand name of University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate
(UCLES), which is itself a department of the University of Cambridge.
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